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ABSTRACT

In order to quickly extract the visual navigation line of farmland robot, an extraction algorithm for 
dark primary agricultural machinery is proposed. The application of dark primary color principle in 
new farmland is made clearer by gray scale method, and the soil and crops are obviously separated, 
and the image processing technology of visual navigation line image of farmland is realized. In binary 
filtering of gray scale images, the maximum interclass variance method and morphological method 
are used respectively. The researchers use vertical projection method and least square method to the 
farmland interval extracted by navigation line. The farmland that needs the guide line image will be 
accurately located. It is found that the visual navigation extraction algorithm of farmland robot is widely 
used in the image extraction of navigation lines of various farmland roads and scenes compared with 
the traditional gray scale algorithm. Image processing has the advantages of clearer image processing.
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1. INTRoDUCTIoN

With the stepping up of agricultural modernization, agricultural production is increasingly developing 
towards intelligence and precision, and the research and application of agricultural robots are 
becoming more and more popular (Wolfert et al., 2014). China’s agricultural production activities are 
not sufficiently mechanized and intelligent and there is still a big gap with developed countries such 
as Europe and America (Welte, 2016). At present, research on automatic navigation of agricultural 
machinery mainly focuses on machine vision and Global Positioning System (GPS) navigation. 
Compared with GPS, machine vision has higher cost performance, richer detailed information, 
and more accurate local positioning. The illumination changes dramatically in the complex field 
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environment, which has a great influence on the extraction of navigation lines. For natural light, 
researchers have done more research on color space, which can effectively reduce the impact of 
light on image processing (Sharma, A., et al., 2017). In the field of image processing, there are many 
shaping algorithms for image segmentation and separation of background and foreground. However, 
due to the limitation of speed and accuracy, a single image segmentation algorithm cannot fully meet 
the requirements of real-time and accuracy of farmland robot(Guo et al., 2018). At present, there are 
mainly Hough transform, LSD algorithm, least square method, and so on in the detection of crop 
line. The Hough transform method has a large amount of data and long processing time(Huang et al., 
2018). LSD algorithm has the poor global performance. (Sharma, A., et al., 2019) The least-square 
solution of the matrix form will have no inverse matrix (De Wagter et al., 2018).

To sum up, the existing methods cannot be applied to crop navigation in a non-green environment, 
such as farmland in the farming period, newly sprouting seedling farmland, and crop farmland 
with low and mature straw, etc... (Dutta et al., 2014). Moreover, the linear scanning method is 
greatly affected by the image segmentation effect and other factors, which cannot meet the stability 
requirements(Zhao, 2019).

To quickly extract the agricultural machinery and visual navigation line, this paper proposes 
a navigation line extraction algorithm based on a dark color, the algorithm using the dark color to 
gray-scale transformation, then the image using the morphological filter and the between-cluster 
variance of gray image segmentation method (Otsu) filter, and then vertical projection method is 
used to extract the interesting region, the last use of interested area set point least-square fitting of 
navigation line. Otsu’s method is an adaptive thresholding way for binarization in image processing. 
By going through all possible threshold values (from 0 to 255), it can find the optimal threshold 
value of the input image

To provide a navigation line extraction algorithm based on a dark color, the algorithm using the 
dark color to gray-scale transformation. The article is thus organized in the following order. Literature 
review of various techniques and algorithm are detailed in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the image 
preprocessing and segmentation with simulated and tested results. A comparison of different methods 
with the present structure is also conducted to shed light on the advantages of the proposed method. 
Finally, the manuscript is concluded in Section 4.

2. LITERATURE REVIEw

In 2000, Torii, et al., Briefly explains the numerous applications of image sensors, soft computing, 
fuzzy control, and cooperative performance in agricultural robots. Many observe by producers such as 
Kubota and Mitsubishi are concisely described. In 2006, Pedersen et al., studies various crop scouting, 
weeding, and grass cutting robots. Analyses the economic benefits of using robots over conventional 
grass cutting machines. In 2010, Cohen et al., studied navigation, agricultural procedures, navigation, 
and sensor systems along with their upcoming promises. In 2015, Tarannum et al. discuss various 
robot operations; land preparation, soil observation, seeding & planting, plant observation, harvesting, 
and picking fruit. Garcia-Vico et al. proposed a new pan-sharpening algorithm that estimates the 
extracted details and injection gain utilizing significance analysis and the Gaussian mixture model. 
This method is applied to four reliable general sharpening methods based on CS and compared with 
other latest general sharpening methods.

For agricultural robot navigation control, Feng et al. used a proportional Integral derivative (PID) 
control method for accurate alignment of the wheat fertilizer applicator. Zhang et al. [14] designed 
course and lateral controllers based on PID for autonomous navigation of agricultural vehicles. After 
the system is stabilized, the tracking accuracy of the robot was in centimeters. However, the control 
parameters of the PID controller are difficult to be set in the complex environment of farmland. 
Zhang et al. proposed a linear tracking method based on fuzzy control. Simulation and experiment 
results showed that the paddy field weeding robot was able to track the road accurately. Meng et 
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al.used a fuzzy logic controller to control a weeding implement robot in the agricultural field. The 
experimental results showed that the control system has good dynamic performance at three different 
speeds. Based on the visual navigation system, Tang et al.proposed a serial Back Propagation (BP) 
neural network control algorithm, this system can achieve high accuracy with the maximum position 
deviation of 0.069 m Through various algorithms for taking out navigation lines from orchards that 
have been reported in the above, technical problems still exist. Because of the tree shape, planting 
pattern. Experimental results show that the improved algorithm has better performance than the 
original one. Also, our method has achieved comparable or better performance than other advanced 
methods. Ye et al., proposed a human motion analysis algorithm based on bone extraction and RGBD 
camera dynamic time warping. Firstly, to solve the problem of limited two-dimensional spatial 
information, an RGBD camera is used to obtain three-dimensional spatial information of the human 
body. Then, in the feature extraction process, eleven skeleton points are selected from the depth image 
to calculate the relative space distance, which significantly reduces the computational complexity. 
Also, a dynamic time warping optimization algorithm is proposed to reduce the adverse effects of 
time difference. Finally, the motion analysis of the human body is studied. Experimental results show 
that this method can effectively identify single and double actions. Huang et al. proposed an algorithm 
simulation method based on the secondary development of Unity 3D software. In this method, a 3d 
robot model, virtual joint, and virtual sensors are imported to create a virtual robot prototype quickly, 
and an algorithm script is used for navigation simulation in a virtual environment. Firstly, the script 
of the virtual revolute joint, virtual laser radar sensor, and terrain environment was written. Secondly, 
the A* algorithm is improved for the navigation of unknown 3D space. Thirdly, taking the Mecanum 
wheel mobile robot as an example, the 3D robot model was imported into Unity3D, and virtual joints, 
sensors, and navigation algorithm scripts were added to the model. Then, a virtual prototype is used 
to simulate navigation in static and dynamic environments. Finally, the navigation test of the physical 
robot is carried out in the physical environment, and the test trajectory is compared with the simulation 
trajectory. Simulation and test results verify the algorithm simulation method based on the secondary 
development of Unity3d software, which shows that the method is feasible, efficient, and flexible.

3. IMAGE PREPRoCESSING AND SEGMENTATIoN

The application technology of my country’s intelligent navigation technology in agricultural fields 
is becoming more and more mature. In various farmland scenes, image processing technology has 
been able to describe the landform features of the field scenes more accurately and quickly. Dong 
and Itoh, 2012). In the process of a large amount of data and information processing, it is found that 
due to the complex crops grown in farmland and the changeable terrain, the visual navigation line 
of gray-scale processing cannot adapt to image processing and segmentation(Cole et al., 2012). To 
perform image processing and effective segmentation for the key observation farmland, it is necessary 
to accelerate the extraction speed of the farmland navigation line information. Compared with the 
gray-scale processing technology, the image preprocessing technology of the farmland navigation 
line clearly distinguishes the soil and crops(Cooper et al., 2009). Open, not affected by day or night 
light, but when the crop is not green, this method loses its effect. Binary image refers to the image 
formed by the method of linear scanning after the soil is separated from farming. Based on the triangle 
of equal area, it is divided into two parts for scanning, and according to the same step length, the 
characteristics of the crop are passed. Perform image scanning work.

3.1 Grayscale of Dark Primary Colors of Farmland Images
When imaging farmland navigation lines, the flight path in the sky is generally not captured. in the 
image. Most of the crops in the farmland are bright colors, such as green, and only a few crops show 
dim colors. Therefore, in the farmland image based on the principle of dark primary color, if the 
color of the crop surface is brighter, or the color of the crop surface is dim, any channel value of the 
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three channels of RGB. The channel value formed on the surface of the object is very small, and the 
dark primary color after farmland imaging the image is darker. Directly cause the dark primary color 
image of the soil and the dark primary color image of crops, one of them must be dimmed gray. This 
is the dark primary color principle of the grayscale of the farmland image. It is generally considered 
that the color is composed of three primary colors: blue, red, and green. In this experiment, the three 
primary colors are assumed to be RGB (r, g, b). These three primary colors are calculated using the 
rule of three primary colors. Therefore, when gray is used to represent three-point values, a new color 
is formed and the gray value of the point is obtained, that is, RGB (gray, gray, gray)(Ye et al., 2018). 
The visual navigation line of agricultural robots can be widely used in agricultural production(Dutta 
et al., 2014). Researchers have processed the image of the farmland navigation line on grayscale and 
dark primary color principle to make the scope of application more Broadly, this process is defined 
as “the image’s dark primary color gradation processing” (El Bilali and Allahyari, 2018).

First: The researcher enters the navigation line image “I” in the selected experimental field, and 
digitally defines the principle of the dark channel, where the expression of each pixel in the dark 
channel is:
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In the above formula, (x, y) represents the pixel coordinates of the color channel in Ic(x, y), and 
(x, y) in I dark(x, y) represents the pixel coordinates of the person in the dark primary color. The three 
color channels in the above formula are compared in numerical value, and the three color channels 
are marked as Ir (x, y), Ig (x, y), Ib (x, y). All pixels in I are compared according to the gray value of 
each pixel in the formula (1), and the final result is the dark primary color grayscale image value 
Idark. With the help of Matlab (R2010b) software, to test the performance of the dark primary color 
grayscale method, and evaluate the image, compare the calculation time of the 2G-R-B super green 
model algorithm and the dark primary color grayscale image, and unified the performance of histogram 
characteristics. As shown in figure 1, (b) and (c) correspond to the 2G-R-B super-green crop field 
image, and (a) corresponds to the grayscale image. (a) It is observed from Figure 1(a) is converted to 
(b) and (c) is with conversion time values 0.532 s and 4.267 s respectively. In the histogram in Figure 
1(b), we can see that the peaks and valleys of the farmland are more obvious. Compared with the 
histogram in Figure 1(c), the threshold value segmentation is easier to perform. It can be seen from 
the image of the grayscale conversion result in Figure 1 that the obvious distinction between the soil 
and green plants in the farmland can be completed by using the dark primary color grayscale image 
technology. At the same time, it can be seen that the 2G-R-B super green model algorithm is used.

The grayscale image of the farmland can also distinguish the farmland soil and green plants. But 
the outline of the green plant part is fuzzy and not clears enough, which greatly affects the feedback 
of the original image information of the farmland. Therefore, the 2g-r-b ultra-green model algorithm 

Figure 1. Grayscale conversion result (a) original image; (b) grayscale images of dark primary colors ;(c) 2 G - R - B grayscale
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is slower than the dark primary grayscale image processing method, and it is not conducive to the 
distinction between soil and green plants. In daily life, there are not only green farmland environments 
but also farmland environments for many non-green crops, so that the application and promotion of 
dark primary color grayscale processing images in non-green farmland environments are also more 
important.

As shown in the following figure 2, it is a typical image feature of a non-green farmland 
environment. Figure 2(b) is the image of figure 2(a) based on the dark primary color grayscale 
processing. When the dark primary color grayscale processing transformation is performed on 
the images in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b), the 2g-RB super green model algorithm. In the green 
model conversion process, it loses its utility, as shown in Figure 2(c). It can be seen that when 
figure 2(a) is converted into a figure 2(b) and figure 2(c), the conversion time is 0.956 s and 
2.827 s respectively. The wave crests and troughs in figure 2(b) are more obvious. Therefore, 
when using the gray conversion method of the dark primary color, it is necessary to use different 
environments according to local conditions and to meet the applicability and timeliness of the 
navigation line image in the farmland.

3.2 Image Segmentation Based on Morphological Filtering and otsu Method
When the navigation line image is Idark, the disc type uses a structure with a radius (r) of 3pixel to be 
corroded. Secondly, the navigation line image Idark is filtered at a window radius of 3pixel*3pixel. 
Finally, the disk-shaped structure is expanded, and the If image after the dark primary color grayscale 
is filtered. The dark primary color gradation processing in this process is processed in the order 
of “corrosion-filtering-expansion”, which greatly reduces the potential interference factors in the 
shooting process.

After the above processing, the Otsu method is used to binarized the image. It can be seen from 
Figure 1 that after the obtained image is binarized, it is a segmentation method using threshold values, 
based on dark primary color grayscale image processing (Pavan W, Fraisse CW, Peres NA, 2011). 
Due to illumination, various environments, and different display brightness, farmland images will 
have large differences between the shooting target and background. Therefore, for the above situation, 
the global adaptive threshold value K is used to segment the dark primary color image. Its formula 
is expressed as(Zhao, 2019):
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Figure 2. Grayscale conversion result of dark primary color (a) original image;(b) grayscale images of dark primary colors;(c) 
2g-r-b grayscale;(d) gray histogram of dark primary colors;(e) 2g-r-b gray histogram
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In the above formula, μ, λ0, and λ1 is expressed as the total average grayscale of the image, the 
proportion of the foreground, and the proportion of the background, respectively. δ2 (k), k0, μ0, and μ1 
represent the variance of the foreground and the background, the optimal threshold, the average value 
of the foreground grayscale, and the average value of the background grayscale respectively (Vermesan 
and Friess, 2016). The binary image Ibc can be obtained by judging the if grayscale image according 
to each pixel in the equation (3) through the following formula (Ntaliani and Costopoulou, 2013):
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To remove the noise, lack of plants and seedlings, and granular noise in the binary image, the 
binary image is filtered according to the characteristics of the experimental field and the morphological 
method used, which can remove the binary image interference factors(Elsheakh et al., 2009). The 
disc-shaped structure with a radius of 5 pixels is selected for processing, and the final image after Ib 
processing is obtained (Wolfert et al., 2014). It uses morphological closed operation to process the 
structure of 5 pixel×1pixel (De Wagter et al., 2018;Yasuda, Y. D. et al.2020). This not only greatly 
improves the stability of the overall calculation method, but it is also easy to remove the fuzzy parts in 
the binary image, and fully express the farmland area that needs to be detected through the longitudinal 
structure, which greatly covers the holes in the field crop background (El Bilali and Allahyari, 2018).

4. CENTER NAVIGATIoN LINE EXTRACTIoN BASED 
oN THE VERTICAL PRoJECTIoN METHoD

The following figure 3 is the binary image of the farm robot in the process of extracting the guidance 
line. Usually, the process of extracting images in the navigation line is mainly divided into three steps:

Step1: Use vertical projection technology (a1) to extract the image of the area to be extracted in the 
farmland (a2);

Step2: After obtaining the navigation positioning point, as shown in Figure (b), Perform point-to-
image labeling;

Step3: Extract the area that needs to be extracted in the farmland based on the least square method, 
and synthesize the navigation line image, as shown in Figure (c) below.

4.1 Extraction of Region of Interest
Usually, when using agricultural machinery, the front direction is the shooting direction of the camera. 
The camera tool used is consistent with the field of view in the driving direction of the agricultural 

Figure 3. Extraction process of binary image navigation line (a1&a2) area of interest ;(b) registration point ;(c) navigation line
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machinery. The area between the ridges is generally used as the navigation area of the camera during 
driving(Guo et al., 2018). In the binary image, the crops are marked as black areas, the soil between 
the ridges and the blank areas between the crop plants are marked as white areas, and the white 
marked areas are projected by the vertical image method. According to this feature, the agricultural 
machinery drives to get the navigation line of the area you want to extract(Zhu et al., 2019).

4.2 Navigation Anchor Point Extraction
To determine the middle positioning point of the navigation interval, the binary image needs to be 
divided into n different horizontal images (Tilman et al., 2011). In this process, to reduce the number 
of calculations, the relative horizontal pixels should not be set too much. If the size of the image taken 
is M pixel× N pixel(Tien, 2013), perform vertical projection on the obtained horizontal image. To 
find the highest area position in the vertical image, select an intermediate value from many horizontal 
images, and calculate the abscissa in these areas Take the average value so that you can prepare to 
determine the navigation anchor point. (Xindong Wu et al., 2014).

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALySIS

Through Matlab2010 (b) software, a 3 GHz PC is used for simulation experiments under the Windows 
7 operating system. The pixels between 680 pixel×450 pixels and 500 pixel×300 pixels are used for 
comparison experiments. To prevent the difference of cameras from causing different specifications 
when shooting images on the navigation line (Vermesan and Friess, 2016). Use different types of 
images to compare farmland experiments, and use non-green crop images and green crop images in 
the experimental field as references.

The applicability and influencing elements of the green and non-green test fields are tested by 
image processing methods. Figure 4 shows the navigation line images in different green test field 
environments. Figure 5 is the result of extracting the navigation line of non-green farmland under 
different environments. It can be seen that the above-mentioned various algorithms can make accurate 
image extraction results for farmland in different environments, and all have universal practicability 

Figure 4. Extraction results of green farmland navigation lines in different environments

Figure 5. Extraction results of non-green farmland navigation lines in different environments
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and high definition. But according to different weather conditions, the adaptability of various farmland 
navigation line algorithms in cloudy and sunny days has been verified to get a more accurate algorithm 
that adapts to the navigation line of agricultural machinery.

In the Matlab2010 (b) software environment, the above-mentioned algorithm and the traditional 
Hough transform method are used to calculate the time and efficiency of the navigation line imaging 
in 50 images. The navigation line can be seen in the comparison results of each stage the efficiency 
is shown in Table 1. The value of time consumed when converting based on dark primary color 
grayscale is 5 times the average consumption of the 2G-R-B super green model algorithm (Parker 
C, 1975). Among all the algorithms, Hough’s algorithm is the most time-consuming. It can be seen 
that after this experiment is run in the C language environment, the algorithm is improved by at least 
10 times (Patnaik A, Narayanamoorthi R, 2015). By using the Matlab 2010 software environment, 
which greatly meets the real-time requirements of image processing of farmland navigation lines. 
In summary, the algorithm in the above experiment is faster than the traditional Hough change, and 
fully meets the real-time and applicability of the navigation line test, and has little effect on the image 
results in different farmland environments. Therefore, these algorithms have an important position 
in the visual navigation system of small agricultural machinery robots, and these algorithms have a 
wide range of practical performance. To further understand the Figure 6. shows average time loss 
statistics graph.

Figure 7. demonstrates the evaluation of parameters of dissimilar algorithms. In Figure 8, the 
navigation line extraction results of different algorithms are compared with the proposed algorithm, SF 
algorithm, Hough transform algorithm, etc., and it is found that the red line represents the navigation 
line. Experiments show that the above algorithms can accurately extract the navigation lines from 
the images of the farmland in different environments (Yaghoubi S et.al. 2013). It can be seen from 
the data in Table 2 that the linear parameters of the four algorithms are compared. The maximum 
difference in slope is 1.8711 and the maximum difference in intercept is 672.3926.

Table 1. Navigation line extraction time statistics table

Method Dark channel 2G-R-B Proposed method Hough transformation

Average time loss/s 0.744 3.547 1.325 4.274

Figure 6. Average time loss statistics graph
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It can be seen from Table 2 that the linear parameters of the above algorithm are compared 
with The other three have the smallest difference compared to meet the precise requirements of the 
visual navigation line of the farm robot (Welte, 2016).To verify the stability and anti-interference 
performance of the above algorithm, targeted experiments were carried out on various interference 
environments such as a large amount of water environment, foggy weather, and vibration of agricultural 
machinery in the experimental environment (Vermesan and Friess, 2016). It is found that as shown 
in the experimental image in Figure, the grayscale image has been widely used in the dehazing 
algorithm, and the guideline image has a better effect (Wolfert et al., 2017). Therefore, the algorithms 
are shown in the proposed (a) and (b) images can be the images in cloudy and sunny environments 
are compared through the operating conditions of agricultural machinery. In figure 8, as shown in 

Table 2. Comparison of linear parameters of different algorithms

Method Slope a Intercept b

Proposed Method(PM) -0.0134 327.0222

SF Method 0.3764 337.6437

Hough Transformation -0.5168 348.9507

Random Algorithm -1.8711 672.3926

Figure 7. Evaluation of parameters of dissimilar algorithms

Figure 8. Navigation line extraction results of different algorithms (a) Proposed algorithm; (b) SF algorithm; (c) Hough transformation 
algorithm; (d) Random algorithm
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(c) and (d), after comparing the images of the test field in anhydrous and watery environments, 
the difference (Yoon B, Kim S, 2013). The algorithm navigation line extraction results found that 
the farmland underwater or no water environment has a low impact on the extraction results of the 
grayscale processing navigation line, but based on the dark primary color grayscale image processing, 
agricultural machinery vibration and foggy weather The environment is disturbing to the navigation 
line extraction algorithm(Wolfert et al., 2014).

5. CoNCLUSIoN

The major problem of the super-green features of the color space model is selected for image grayscale 
and segmentation, which cannot be applied to crop navigation in a non-green environment. A new 
method of farmland image grayscale based on the dark primary color principle is proposed. The gray 
rate of dark primary color is much faster than that of 2 G-R-B. According to the characteristics of 
the position of the navigation line of farmland robot. A central navigation line extraction algorithm 
based on the vertical projection method is proposed. The algorithm is faster, less complex, and 
less computational, which not only improves the speed but also ensures accuracy. In a word, the 
proposed algorithm is based on the dark primary color of the farmland robot’s visual navigation 
line. The tested and simulated proposed method achieves Intercept b is equal to 327.0222 and slope 
a is equal to -0.0134. The average time loss/s of the proposed method is 1.325. This extraction has 
a good effect on green farmland environment, non-green farmland environment (such as farmland 
during the farming period, newly sprouted seedling farmland, low straw, and mature crop farmland, 
etc.), and farmland road environment navigation line extraction. Compared with other algorithms, 
the proposed algorithm can meet the needs of farmland robot visual navigation with more precision 
and faster speed, and wider applicability.
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